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Best papers please cheat sheet



Ready or not, Windows 8 is here. One of the most controversial versions of the operating system ever released, its main interface is designed more for touchscreen tablets than traditional computers. What's more, the desktop has been hidden and weakened with the remove of the start button. Windows 8
is the first for CIOs to make the most of the images and IT slide show: Windows 8: Not here to talk about the controversy in the great's agoglot. I'm here to help you use Windows 8, because whatever version of Windows you're upgrading, you'll find it a new experience. Horizontally based start screen
(once called Metro Interface) game has large tiles which practically make you see to touch them. And start the screen and desktop feel as if they are de-starting the operating system, because each one works differently from the other. It may seem all great, but as you will see, it's not hard for Windows 8.
In this cheat i sheet I show you how to get the new start screen and its applications, desktop, new charity bar, Internet Explorer 10 and much more. I have also provided instant reference charting useful touchscreen gestures and keyboard shortcuts. Note: If you want to get the maximum from Windows 8,
you must use microsoft ID as your user account. Without microsoft ID, you will not be able to use a large number of new Windows 8 apps, including mail and people, and you will not be able to synchronize settings between more than one device. So when you first set up Windows 8, sign in with the current
Microsoft ID or create a new one. (You can also switch to a Microsoft ID account later through the PC settings screen. There is a new lock screen in Tovanwahan that you start Windows 8 (whether it's early or wake up from sleep), you'll see the first big difference from the previous version of Windows--a
complete new look for the lock screen. Like the lock screen on Windows Phone devices, it sports a large graphic picture and shows a variety of information, such as date and time, local weather, the number of new emails you have, the strength of your network connection and how much power you have
on your device. Windows 8's new lock screen is a free screen that is a free screen. Click to see the larger picture. This information is not interactive; you can't click or tap to view your e-mail, for example. (Later in the story I will cover how to change the information that appears on your lock screen.) To log
on to Windows, tap a button or click the mouse--or, on a touch system, from the top below — and you'll be on the sign-in screen. Select an account If you have more than one account, type in your password and press Enter to sign in to Windows 8. Once you're logged in to Windows from the lock screen,
meet the start screen, you Head on the newly launched screen instead of the directly familiar desktop This way or not, it's the new face of Windows. Initially Microsoft called this design metro interface, but now it is only calling the new UI Windows 8 design. Laptop and desktop PC users may like the large
tile and horizontal familiarity of the start screen, but I've got some advice for you: use it for--this is your new home. Here's what you need to know about it. Tile. The start screen is made of a grid of crawling tiles. Each tile represents an application. Click Tile (or Nl) to run the app. Your new home: Windows
8 start screen. Click to see the larger picture. To get started, you'll find tiles for several easy new apps—people, mail, calendars, messaging and others—that are built in Windows 8 and feel the same as visible and start screen. Previously called Metro Applications, they are now called As Windows-
Waraously 8 applications, Windows Store applications, modern applications or applications by industry observers. In this cheat sheet, I'll call Windows 8 applications to separate them from desktop apps (more about them in a moment). Notifications. Some Windows 8 applications capture information from
the Internet and show live updates known as notifications on their tiles. For example, the calendar app shows the events on its tile and the birth of friends, people display social media updates from app tile friends, and mail app tile shows the sender and subject line of your most recent e-mails. (Some
notifications may also appear on the lock screen, depending on which you have configured Windows 8.) A word about Windows RTBuying buying a new Windows based tablet this fall? Some tablets, such as Microsoft's own level RT, do not come with Windows 8 but instead are based on a lighter version
of Windows 8 designed for devices with energy efficient arm processors. Windows RT shares the new Windows 8 interface and its many features and applications, and its office 2013 ship with its own version of the Delivery Suite. However, most traditional desktop based applications run. This cheat sheet
is for users running the full version of Windows 8, but Windows RT users can use this guide to learn about the start screen, charity bar, Windows 8 applications and navigational hints. (Decide between a Windows 8 tablet and a Windows RT tablet? See seven things to consider for Windows Table. By
default, the apps that show notifications are larger start screen tiles than those that do not. You will also find tiles for desktop based applications on the start screen, and windows desktops themselves are now accessed by desktop tiles. Desktop apps are traditional programs like Microsoft Word or Adobe
Photoshop; as a general rule, any application running on your previous version of Windows has a desktop based application. Desktop based app tile Do not show, and they have small graphics on them. Also, tiles often appear for desktop apps On the right side of the screen, and they (and other tiles too)
can be off its edge, so you'll have to scare (or swipe, if you've got a touchscreen device) to see them. Charity bar. If you move your mouse-pointr to the top right or lower right of the screen, the charity bar appears as an overlet on the screen—sometimes directly above the tile or other material. This bar
gives you instant access to features such as search and system settings from somewhere in Windows 8. I'll provide a detailed look at the charity bar later in the story. Scroll bar. The start screen has a horizontal familiarity, so when you want to see more tiles on the screen, you'll have to scan or shave to
see them. The screlbar is not usually visible, but it does appear when you move your mouse. You use it because you will do any common screl bar, plus you will have to be scllable on the right and left. User account. It logs the current account name into Windows 8, with the image attached to the account.
To change the picture, lock your device, sign out or press it to switch to another account. Check start screen customize for details about changing tile size later in this article, rearrange the tile on the screen and more. Your old friend Desktop is not front and center in Windows 8 so far, assigned to the
second class status by the start screen. As a second windage, you log in to Windows when you don't boot directly into it. Instead, you run it like another app by clicking on the desktop tile. When you go there, you'll find a familiar looking desktop minus which is one of its key features in the previous version
of Windows-start button and its menu. And that means you use a new way of using desktops and being put along with these applications and features to access those who were already in direct access. (But don't do-as I'd show you later in the story, there are non-Microsoft approved methods to restore
the start button and even boot directly into the desktop.) Windows 8 Desktop, noteworthy for what's missing: Start button. Click to see the larger picture. Also, the desktop is basically the same as it was in Windows 7. This desktop displays the windows that you installed. Click and play them. (See See Get
Started Screen for Differences between Desktop Applications and Windows 8 Applications.) There is a task bar where you can do the applications and shows all the way that shows your network status, time and date, and maximum features such as a notification area as well as what is currently running.
In addition, desktop supports all including the sestimaterial navigation features of Windows 8 , including charity bars and keyboard shortcuts. We'll cover them later in this story. However, a key visual visual From Windows 7 and Vista. The desktop now uses the iro interface, along with its transparency,
dynamic images and other visual effects and graphics-extreme signs. Instead, windows are now with a clever and simple color. You cannot run new Windows 8 apps from the desktop. You'll either have to return to the start screen (press the key to Windows) and click their tiles, or use search attention:
Run search attention, enter the application name, and then click the icon when it appears. (Complete instructions below.) Generally, when you install desktop applications, they show both as the sibees on the desktop and the tile on the start screen, so you can start from both these locations. Some system
utilities and other desktop apps do not appear as the windows on the desktop by default; you can use search attention to search and start them. This simple menu provides you with a large number of power user tools. Click to see the larger picture. The desktop uses a disturbing lack of a start button, but
it does offer a useful trick: right-click in the lower left of the screen (or press Windows Key + X), and control a menu you The panel, File Explorer (called Windows Explorer in the previous version of Windows), provides access to a type of task manager, command prompt and other administrative and
power user tools That pops up. (You can also use the same methods to get this power tools menu from the start screen.) Introduction to the charity barThe Charity Bar provides quick access to many powerful devices for navigation and work with Windows 8. When you move the mouse to the top right or
lower right of the screen to reveal the charity bar, its contents are not labeled, so it is not clear first of all what they do. As you move your mouse towards them, though, the full charity bar appears with a black vertical bar labeled, easy-to-see. At the same time, a black icar appears towards the lower left of
the screen, displaying time and date and, if you are using portable device, your internet connection and power supply condition. The full charity bar appears on the black background as you move your mouse towards it. Click to see the larger picture. You can also show the complete charity bar by pressing
Windows Key + C on your keyboard- or, if you have a touchscreen device, then by swaying from the right edge of the screen by this center. You can get the charity bar where you are in Windows 8, on the start screen, on the desktop, in windows 8 application, and even in a desktop application. This
feature is one of the ways microsoft has tried to bolt along with the start screen and desktop. There are five charity on the charity bar. Many of these contexts are sensitive and present slightly different options depending on what you are doing when you call the bar It's a brief explanation of what each
attention did Click on it and you can search for applications, files and settings; you can also search within any app. Below the search box is a list that includes applications, settings, files, and your individual Windows 8 applications. When you type in search terms, click anything in the list to find it. So to
find an application, you click Applications and to search within an individual application, click the name of this application--for example, to search your e-mail, click Mail. Search for Windows 8 with selected applications. Click to see the larger picture. Windows 8 supports three keyboard shortcuts that take
you to search attention without going directly through the charity bar: Windows Key + F takes you to search with files already highlighted, Windows Key + Q takes you to search with selected apps because the desktop no longer includes the start button, you from the desktop Will often use search attention
to run applications. This is kla-press Windows Key + Q to start the search focus, type the first few letters of the application name and click the app icon that you want to run. Note that you don't have to start this focus to find when you're on the start screen. Instead, just start typing what you want to find,
and the search attention appears in the search box with your text. You can't do it from the desktop, though. To close the panel for search attention or any other attention, just press the key of Esc. Share. Some new Windows 8 applications include a built-in feature that allows you to share information from
the app via e-mail, social media, SkyDrive or messaging. Part of Windows 8 accessed by attention, photo application. Click to see the larger picture. Page 2 This context is sensitive, so you can share that you are currently watching because the app is then written to take advantage of the sharing feature.
For example, the Picture app can share via Mail and SkyDrive, and the music app lets you share through mail and people's apps. On this occasion, many apps do not support the feature of the part, and share people who cannot share in all ways--it's on the application developer to decide. Desktop apps
cannot use the Sharing feature. Windows Key + H enables this individual focus. Beginning. Clicking this focus sends you back to the start screen. If you're on the screen already started, you'll return to the start screen-one app or desktop before you go wherever you were. The same thing as clicking
attention started pressing the key of Windows by yourself. The focus of Windows 8 devices, achieved from the image application. Click to see the larger picture. Devices. This focus is context sensitive, so when you're on it If you do it depends on what you are doing at the time and what types of devices
are attached to your Windows 8 computer or tablet. Generally, you use the focus of devices to print from one 8 to manage the application and your printers and other connected devices. For example, if there are two or more displays attached to your device, the device allows you to control how the screen
works. Windows Key + K is the focus of devices. Settings. This focus, which can also start by pressing on your keyboard in Windows Key+, provides you with access to specific and wide types of sestimaterial settings of applications. When you click it, you'll see it divided into two parts. The top part is
context sensitive, which can show settings related to what you are currently doing in Windows 8. If you're in the Windows 8 Picture app, you click the focus of settings, for example, you can designate which folder, computer and websites (such as Facebook and Flickr) you want images shown between
other options. From the start screen, you can change tile-related settings, such as display tiles for management tools like control panels. The focus of the settings, as the challo from the start screen. Click to see the larger picture. The bottom part of the settings is not the same thing where you are; it
allows you to change the global Windows 8 settings for your network, voice, screen, notifications, power and keyboard. Click the link to PC Settings at the bottom of the screen to get new PC settings on the screen, which allows you to customize how important features work from the same location of
Windows 8. For example, its personal section allows you to change your account image and background images for your lock screen, and select that Windows 8 applications should provide information on the weather, mail, and so on-lock screen. (Desktop apps cannot send information to a locked
screen. PC Settings Screen: A stop shopping to how Windows 8 works as needed. Click to see the larger picture. If you sign in to Windows with a non-Microsoft ID account, here you can change it. Click Users, then click Switch to Microsoft Account and you will be able to sign in with an existing Microsoft
ID, or create a new one with it and sign in. You can also change other system settings, including app notifications, search preferences, privacy options, and more. The settings are all direct and self-defined. Just click one that you want to change and get to work. A remarkable section in the PC settings
screen is synchronizing your settings. Microsoft Built Windows 8 understands that people will be used with more than one appliance. This feature allows you to adjust some of your settings between them. You can adjust your lock screen; Account image; desktop sonalaztavan; Passwords for applications,
websites and networks; application, browser, and mouse settings; And so on. Item that just turn on or off You want to adjust or do not synchronize. How can you adjust your settings to more than one devices. Click to see the larger picture. More Sestimaterial Sestimaterial When you first start using
Windows 8, navigation will probably confuse you-especially because windows 8 has left two interfaces uneasily. To help support the support, Windows 8 has many sestimaterial navigational features that you have anywhere on the start screen, desktop, inside windows 8 application or in a desktop
application. The charity bar is one of them, but others are as well. A longtime windows favorite: Alt Tab Key Collection. Press it, and with the previous version of Windows, a strip of appearance of your running programs appears. While holding the alt key, hold down the tab key until you go to the program's
thimbinail that you want to run. Release keys, and you'll switch to this program. Works in old Use, Alt-Tab, Windows 8. Click to see the larger picture. Another way to switch between your running applications is to move your mouse-pointr to the upper left side of the screen (called a hot-to-the-left). A small
porch appears for the previous app you were running, or where you were last. Click on it to switch there. Click , and you'll cycle through all your applications and open places. One is, though: You will not cycle through your desktop applications. If you have three desktop related items running, only the last
application that opened the full screen, or the desktop itself, will be displayed in the upper left-hand side. This is just another example of the status i thought of after the desktop in Windows 8. (See See Get Started Screen for Differences between Desktop Applications and Windows 8 Applications.) Here's
another navigation trick to try: move your mouse-pointr to the upper left hot-side until the thimbinail of your previous location appears, then move the mouse-pointer down. You will see all of your running applications. Click someone to switch to someone. However, the same keeps about desktop apps here.
Even if you have more than one desktop application running, you'll only see a desktop-related thimbinail, either the last full screen desktop app you were running on the desktop. View open applications in Windows 8. Click to see the larger picture. As I mentioned earlier, Windows Key works as a toggle of
a location between the start screens and your last place were before going there. If you're a mouse fan instead of a keyboard, you can do the same thing by moving your cursor to the lower left side of the screen. A small thimb of the start screen appears neil (or if you're on the start screen, where you were
before). Click on it to go there. The touchscreen supports a full host of Novagatavanvandous 8 touchscreen gestures, including snapping, notching and pending smartphone and tablet users roaming. Taping an item open it; more information about how to press and hold an item To find a menu up. Note,
however, these hints often do not work in desktop apps. Are. See the start screen for differences between desktop applications and Windows 8 applications.) Windows 8 is also called some Edge UIs, which in your center side sway from the edge of the screen. Shows charity bar swipe from the right edge
of the screen. Swiping quickly and from behind from the left edge of the screen cycles through your open apps. While the previous edge UI signals work globally, some Are Specific to Windows 8 applications. When you are in the Windows 8 app, let's pin down from the bottom of the screen from the top of
the screen and down from the bottom to bottom from the bottom to the bottom from the bottom. And you can turn off a Windows 8 application from the bottom of the screen at the bottom of the screen. The app will be on a thimbi nail and then disappears. The following is a list of useful Windows 8 hints,
including more edge UI hints. Keep in mind that the following indicators do not work in all locations and applications. Generally, they don't work in desktop apps. Windows 8 Touch Using Touchscreen Device Like the previous version of Windows, windows 8 includes a host of keyboard shortcuts, so you
don't have to click your life. Their first keyboard shortcut-for example, Ctrl-C works to copy text-still. But Windows 8 also has keyboard shortcuts for many of its new features. The following table displays the most useful shortcuts for Windows 8; it includes new keyboard shortcuts and anything that works in
the previous version of Windows. Windows 8 Keyboard Shortkotsuorkong mentioned above in 8 upspace with new Windows, Windows 8 mailed with 8 ships with a completion of a new Windows, people, weather, music, bang, pictures, maps and more. You can also download third party Windows 8
applications through the Windows Store, although there are not many available. Providing details about how each of these applications works is beyond the scope of this article. Instead, I will show you how to work with Windows 8 generally applications. (See See Get Started Screen for Differences
between Desktop Applications and Windows 8 Applications.) One thing to keep in mind about most Windows 8 applications: they are not usually powerful. Some are absolutely animaq. They are many tablet applications compared to the applications they wrote for the traditional computer full blow. In mail,
for example, you cannot create a new mail folder, read mail using messaging on the subject or create rules to route mail that appears in a specific folder. And the SkyDrive Windows 8 app does not compatible files between your Windows 8 devices and your SkyDrive cloud-based storage (because you
must download the SkyDrive desktop application). Most of the other Windows 8 applications have similar limitations. They are fine for tablets, but they are often not so well for conventional computers. Windows 8 Applications Full Screen Mode Designed to run, so you will not be able to change the size of
them Apps. And there is no clear way to close Windows 8 applications. This can be done, however: When you are in the application, press Alt Key + F4-or if you have a touch screen, drive from the top of the screen until the app creates a small size in the middle of the screen, then keep the below screen.
However, you are running Windows 8 apps and Windows 8 can also leave for you to close them. If you have started one and are not using it, Windows 8 will finally close it if you don't return. Windows 8 applications do not have the visible menu or quickly clear ways to control them or customize them. To
do this, right-click anywhere in the app or press Windows Key + Z; on a touch screen, from the top of the screen down or down to the bottom of the screen. An application appears at the top or bottom of the bar or screen, or both. The context in the app bar is sensitive, so what it shows is according to the
app you are running, and even what you are doing in the app at this time. In the Weather app, the app bar appears at the top and bottom of the screen. Click to see the larger picture. If you are on the main screen of the weather application when you right-click, for example, you will be able to tell the app to
refresh yourself to check for the latest season, change the degree between foreign and sales, go to other places you choose to display the weather, and so on. If you show the app bar from the main screen of people's app, you can add a new contact or add those that are currently online for your contacts.
And if you show the app bar from the notifications page of people's app, you can only update the page to check the latest notifications. Also, when you are in any app you can drive the focus of the settings and change the settings for this particular app. Two Internet Explorers introduced Windows 8,
Microsoft Internet Explorer 10. No, let me modify a little bit. It has introduced two different versions of Internet Explorer 10: a Windows 8 application and a desktop application. Windows 8 IE application, 8 applications like many other Windows, has somewhat strength. His biggest shortcoming is that it is
not a favorite manager. You can pin sites to the start screen, but it's no substitute for a favorite manager, because you're not going to be able to group sites into folders-and if you pin a lot of sites, your start screen becomes so dirty that it's barely usable. Windows 8 versions, such as additions, browser
extensions, or ActiveX controls, will not be run. What's more, two versions of Internet Explorer don't always play together. When you open a website in one version, this site does not open in another version-- so you have a set of sites open in windows 8 versions and a set of sites opened in the desktop
version For these reasons, some traditional PC users will choose to coating Windows 8 8 For that means in favour of the desktop version. If you want to try the Windows 8 version, there are a few tips to use. Windows 8 SHOWS ONLY a full screen web page using the IE10 Apphhi Windows 8 version.
When you start the Windows 8 version, the first thing you see is a web page, with no address bar or other controls. Right-click or press windows key + Z (or above or below the bottom of a touchscreen) to display the app bar, and two sets of controls to appear. Control with Windows 8 IE application. Click
to see the larger picture. Top shave for the current sites you've seen or the tabs you've opened; click any to go there, or click on someone's top X to close it. To go to page 3 new site, click the + button on the right side of the porch and one page appears with an empty address bar below, in which you
often have a list of sites visited, and any sites you start on the screen you start. Click on the most frequently visited site or start site to go there, or write an address in the address bar. Open a new empty tab in the Windows 8 version of Internet Explorer: nothing on the top, the porch and an address bar
below. Click to see the larger picture. Also at the top when you show up the app bar there is a button with three points on it. Click on it and you get two options: Close all your tabs or start a new InPrivate browsing tab that prevents you from stocking up about your browsing sessions, the site's history and
other data. At the bottom of the screen there is an address bar when you appear in the application bar; forward, back and refresh button; a pin button that allows you to add the current site to the pin or favorite on the start screen (in which you will only be able to use in the edesktop version); And there is a
runch button that, when clicked, allows you to search for text on the current Web page, view the page in the desktop version of internet explorer, or download the Windows 8 application associated with the site that you are visiting, if it is one. The address bar does double duty as a way to visit websites
and perform searches: just type in a web address or a search term bar. When you write in search terms, you'll see a variety of results--from sites you've visited most often, from sites you've started, your favorites, and by bang to those people from the web. Note that you do not have to control all the back
and forward buttons to use. When you're on the web page, move your mouse cursor to the left edge of the screen and a back arrow appears; move it to the right edge and a forward arrow appears. The bottom set of controls-address bars and different buttons --even pops up until the time you have without
having to display the application bar. For example, when you click a link or when you're on the When you use up and forward arrows, the previous paragraph is described. To make Go away, right-click, press Windows Key + Z or go down from the top on a touchscreen. Desktop versions of IE10The
changed by using desktop versions are usually under the head: specifically, better performance and a Bromscook engine. So just like you used it i.e. using the desktop version. There have been plenty of other changes to other new Futoristohery Windows 8, much more to list in this article. There are more
important people here. File Explorer file explorer has been changed once called File Explorer File Management app. Change is not in name only. It has also been newly designed and now has a ribbon interface. (New in ribbon interface ? Check out our word 2010 cheat sheet to know.) Note that the
ribbon may be hidden when you use file explorer for the first time. To increase the ribbon (or to finish it it has already been extended), or press Ctrl-F1 or click the small down arrow in the top right-hand side of the window. You can also leave the ribbon to finish and just click any tab to see its available
commands. File Explorer, changed to Ribbon. Click to see the larger picture. The home tab of the ribbon contains a grab bag of file management commands, such as copy, paste, one way, move, name copy and open. You can also create a new folder, select multiple files or folders, and more. The share
tab allows you to share files and folders via email, burn on disks and so on. The link tab allows you to customize the file explorer interface as a whole (for example, on the left navigation pane or off) or display files and folders (by showing hidden items, changing icon size and order, and so on). Clicking
the file tab on the left is a small box that allows you to open the new file explorer windows, shows you a list of your most frequently visited locations so you can visit them quickly, and many other features. File Hastorithas new feature, closed by default, backup of files stored in your libraries, favorites,
contacts and desktops. Keep in mind that your libraries include many folders, including public and private documents, music, photos and video folders, so you can use this feature to back up a lot of files. And you can also add other places that you want to back up. This is a vast improvement on the least
useful Windows 7 feature named the first version. Of course, you'd need storage media like a USB drive to back up your files, or you can back up in local network storage. File logs uses compression to reduce the disk space you will need. And the file date does more than just backup files. It also keeps
their interim version, so you can view the previous version of a file. Move file history For , type control panel on start screen and click first play control panel and control panel icon Appear. Then, search the file's search in the Control Panel search box and click the file's search link that appears. Click on
the button and need any choices, as in which drive you want to back up your data. Change the new windows 8 file to the date feature. Click to see the larger picture. Three tips for getting out of Windows 8 it may take you a while to become comfortable and comfortable with Windows 8, so I've put three
tips together to help you reach speed. The first two will help you create new interfaces, and the third will bring back an old friend: start button. 1. Customize the screen that already appears, so that the start screen is not necessary. There are many ways to customize it. Here I will show you how to add,
remove, rearrange and otherwise improve the tile on your screen. To remove the tile from the start screen, click it and select start from the beginning that appears at the bottom of the screen. You can select more than one application by holding the key of Ctrl as you right-click them, and then start them in
a fall-off. If you don't want a live tile to reveal the information that changes the weather application, then click it and choose Close Live Tile. To make large tiles small or small tiles on a large scale, right-click it and select small or large. Adding tiles to the start screen works a little bit from in-in-the-
enpaaning, but not much. If you are on the start screen and you know the name of the app you want to add, type its name. You will be sent search attention, and the application will be displayed on the left. Right-click it, and select to start pin, that appears at the bottom of the bar screen. If you search for a
desktop app and right-click it, you'll also be able to pin it to the desktop taskbar. If it is already started in the taskbar, you can start it. To browse your list of applications (or many of them, at least), you can right-click any tile on the start screen and select all the applications on the right side of the bar below-
or just press Windows Key + Z. You'll see a list of every Windows 8 app on your computer, and some--but not your desktop applications. (I still know how Windows decides which desktop apps are listed under all applications. Right-click any applications you want to pin and move as above. By default, the
tile on the start screen will be placed randomly in groups, but you may like them however you want. To move it to a different group, just dragon it and leave it wherever you want it, in the middle of a group, also in the group's Tile will automatically rearrange it to adjust. To create a new group, drag and drag
the tile from an existing group. When you drag it too far from the group, and also quite far from other groups, the vertical bar appears. That means you can And a new group will be set up with the application in it. Now touch other tiles in the group. To name the new group, turn your mouse to the bottom
right of the start screen and click the (minus) icon. All your groups and tiles will reduce to small porches. Right-click a group, and the icon of a name group appears in the bar at the bottom of the screen. Click The Icon, type in the group name, click the Name button, and what you're doing. You can move
this group to a different location on the start screen: right-click its thimbinile, where you want it to go and leave it. Windows 8 Start Screen Customised. Click to see the larger picture. 2. Run by Applications by Sadewandous 8 applications usually run full screen-unlike desktop apps, they appear in resizabli
windows, and at first look, it appears that you can't run on their side. However, using a feature that is a wave of Microsoft calls, you can run two Windows 8 applications, two desktop applications, or one side to each. (Note that Snap works only if you have a minimum screen component of 1366 x 768.
First, make sure you have both applications running. When you are one of the applications, move your mouse to the upper left hot-side. When the thumbnail of your last location appears, move your mouse down, and the apps you're currently running will show up. Click and hold the app's thimb nail by
which you want to run along with the current one, and then drag the thimbi nail to the right and leave it. Two applications will now be running from one side, you just appear in a sidebar on the left. Running by applications in Windows 8. Click to see the larger picture. You can use each app as you normally
would. Running in the sidebar is a border with three points on the right side of the application running, separate the applications. Drag left or right to change the size of the application so it takes more or less of the screen. Just to return to running an application, touch the dotted bar on the edge of the
screen. 3. Take back the start of the biggest complaints about Windows 8 blasting the botany button that started very useful on microsoft desktop. However, I have found two downloads which have come back some of the features of the start button. One of these also allows you to completely pass the
start screen and go directly to the desktop when you log in to Windows 8. The Sutratofiani Starter Edition from WinCity software includes a start button on the desktop. Click on it, and find this list which is very much available in the old Windows 7 start menu, with documents, photos, music, control panels
and similar links. You can also click programs to view and run your desktop apps. The Starter Edition is free, but if you program your If you want to according, you will have to pay $14.95 for the full version. Sutratofanati windows 8 add your start button and menu to the desktop. Click to view the larger
picture. Another option is Start8 from Stardk. This is A menu that is similar to the old Windows 7 start menu, with programs, control panels, documents and similar links; it includes search bars to find programs and files. In addition to offering a menu like the start menu of Windows 7, Start8 allows you to
bypass the start screen and head directly to the desktop when you sign in to Windows 8. Click to see the larger picture. It can be a little confused to use first, however, because to pop the menu, you press the key to Windows instead of clicking a start button. (The button on the left edge of the taskbar has
a Windows button in place; if you click on it you will go to the Windows 8 start screen.) Start8 also allows you to boot directly to the desktop, by-pass the Start Screen to Windows 8. This also provides some other additional additions, such as disabling the charity bar when you use the desktop and
disabling the top left hot-right on the desktop. Start8 costs $4.99, but you can try it for 30 days for free. See more news, reviews and blogs including The Compotatoworld Windows 8 Launch Coverage. Preston is a collaboration editor for Gralla and author of more than 40 books, including Copy Windows 8
(O'Really, 2012). See .com by Preston Gralla on ComputerWorld. Read more about Windows at The Windows Theme Center in Compotreworld. This story, windows 8 cheat sheet was originally published by Compotterworld. Copyright © 2012 IDG Communications, Inc.
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